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O. Introduction
Semantic classifications playa role in both the organization of our world knowledge and our vocabulary.
Lexicons with semantic information are likewise often organized as taxonomies in which specific words
are related or decomposed to (a small set of) more general words. Conceptual knowledge bases are
structured as networks in which redundancies are predicted by more general concepts for more specific
concepts. Even though lexical knowledge and conceptual knowledge do not necessarily coincide, in
practice, most databases do not make a clear distinction between these two types ofknowledge. In semantic
lexicons and dictionaries it is not clear what is being described - knowledge of words or knowledge of
worlds - and conceptual databases often just store information for the same words in capital letters,
suggesting that a definition of CAR is automatically different from a definition of "car". I Because no clear
distinction is made in the role of the semantic information, it is also not clear what criteria are to be used to
evaluate that information or, more specifically, what is the role of classification structures in these
specifications.
In this paper I will argue that the linguistic role of 'classifying nouns' in communication and their
cognitive role to capture redundancies in conceptual networks cannot be described in the same way. I will
first discuss some oftheir linguistic semantic properties and show that these are not very well reflected by a
strict cognitive function of these nouns as categories in a conceptual network. From this it follows that
words such as "object", "liquid", "vehicle", "food", "medicine" will need a very different specification of
the semantics when we consider their linguistic usage or the cognitive role of the concepts object, liquid',
vehicle, food, medicine in capturing redundancies in a world-knowledge base. Next I will describe the
organization of a lexical knowledge base which I am developing for English and Dutch nouns in which the
lexical semantic level and a cognitive level are kept separate. The lexical semantic level indicates how
these entities are conceptualized and the cognitive level specifies the cognitive entities a word can name.
Such a dual model of semantics has the advantages that an exhaustive description of world knowledge is
restricted to the entities at the cognitive level, that we have more flexibility to express differences in the
range of cognitive entities a word can name (the denotation) and, finally, that the linguistic implicature
associated with a word is described separately and explains its linguistic usage. In the final section I will
then describe some of the results of ,studying the semantic organization of two systematically analyzed
machine readable dictionaries (English and Dutch). From these findings it follows that the vocabulary of
language is not organized as an analytically-based (cognitive) taxonomy as claimed by Berlin (1972) but
shows very different lexicalization patterns which support the view that a linguistic account of the
semantics ofnouns should be kept separate from a cognitive account.
1. The linguistic usage of classifying nouns
In lexicons with semantic information, such as ordinary dictionaries and databases (e.g. the Princeton
WordNet, Miller et al 1990), the meaning of words is defined in terms of other words. Likewise, the
vocabulary can be semantically organized by relating the entry words to the syntactic heads of their
definitions in their appropriate meaning, as in the following examples taken from the Longman Dictionary
of Contemporary English (LDOCE, Procter 1978):
From now on I will use double quotes (e.g. "car") to indicate that I refer to the word and italics (e.g. car) to
indicate that I refer to the concept. So the word ·car" can be used to refer to instances of the concept car. Other
words such as "vehicle" and "traffic" can refer to similar instances of the concept car.
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